The Project

- What is a site-specific study?
  - A location with an interesting aesthetic
    - Between Dean Hall and the Science Building
      - WHY?
      - The trees, leaves changing color, space
  - Positive and negative space
    - Positive space - is where a thing is
    - Negative space - is where a thing is not
Choreographic Devices

• What is a choreographic device?
  • A tool to manipulate movement

• Devices within my solo:
  • level changes
  • acceleration and deceleration
  • repetition
  • stillness
Creating the Dance

- Body lines
- Inspired by the nature
- Childhood memories
- Freedom
- Playful
Video

- https://vimeo.com/94685885
End Result

Successful
- Playfulness
- Repetition of gesture
- Lines
- Leaves

Future Work
- Balletic vocabulary
- More organic movement
- Low level leaves
- Transitional movement
Questions?